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If you are looking forward to travel from Mumbai to New Delhi on a regular basis, it is important that
you get to so at cheap prices. Here is a look at how you can get cheap Mumbai to New Delhi air
tickets. Mumbai and New Delhi, these are two cities that have always been among the most visited
places in India by tourists; both national and international. Delhi being the capital city of India is
quite a distinctive place as people come here on business as well as visiting the various monuments
and other places of historical importance. Mumbai has a lot of people traveling to New Delhi on
almost daily basis. This has given rise to a lot of flight options. However, not all the flights are cheap
to fly on. If you are looking forward to travel from Mumbai to New Delhi on a regular basis, it is
important that you get to so at cheap prices.

Here is a look at how you can get cheap Mumbai to New Delhi air tickets:

â€¢	Talk to your travel agent

Talking to your travel agent can help you get a lot of discounts on air tickets from Mumbai to New
Delhi. Most of the times these agents have bulk tickets booked on their names, hence they can
easily offer you tickets at slashed prices, because they also get these tickets at discounted prices
from various airlines.

It is important that you should get a travel agent that is reputable and has a lot of contacts. These
contacts are useful in getting discounts on the various deals offered by the airlines.

â€¢	Contact the airlines

Airlines often keep a lot of good offers in their hands. They usually use these offers when the
various flights have a lot of vacant seats. The seats on these aircrafts have to be filled. The airlines
only offer these seats when they are in an emergency. The idea is to take advantage of this fact and
strike at the right time, thereby securing seats on these flights at wonderful prices.

â€¢	Explore a travel website

Travel websites are easily accessible and they offer unmatched benefits. These websites are to the
Internet what travel agents are to the real world. A travel website can be a wonderful way of
securing the best seats on various flights at affordable prices. These websites can get you
wonderful discounts on various Mumbai to New Delhi air tickets.

You can use these tips to help get Mumbai to New Delhi air tickets at cheap prices as well as cheap
New Delhi to Mumbai Flight Tickets. So go ahead and give them a try.
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The author is an expert on booking tickets. Here he tells how to book a New Delhi to Mumbai Flight
Tickets and a Mumbai to New Delhi Air Tickets. For more visit, www.makemytrip.com
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